Abstract. A Kahler solvmanifold is a connected Kahler manifold (M, j, ( , )) admitting a transitive solvable group of automorphisms. In this paper we study the isomorphism classes of Kahler structures (j, ( , )) turning M into a Kahler solvmanifold. In the case when (M, j, ( , )) is irreducible and simply connected we show that any Kahler structure on M , having the same group of automorphisms, is isomorphic to (j, ( , )).
Introduction
A Kahler solvmanifold is a connected Kahler manifold (M, j, ( , )) which admits a transitive solvable group R of automorphisms (= holomorphic isometries). Two Kahler solvmanifolds (M, j, ( , )) and (M, j, {( , ))) will be considered isomorphic if there exists a biholomorphic map <p : (M, j, ( , )) -► (M, j, {{ , ))). Since the pullback, by a diffeomorphism, of a Kahler structure is again a Kahler structure we will often say that two pairs (j, ( , )), (j, {( , ))) (on a fixed M) are isomorphic if the corresponding solvmanifolds (M, j, ( , )) and (M, j, (( , ))) are isomorphic.
The problem we will consider in this paper is related to the number of isomorphism classes of Kahler structures (Jt(i )) on M turning it into a Kahler solvmanifold.
There are two basic types of Kahler solvmanifolds: (i) locally flat homogeneous Kahler manifolds (C"xTk as Cl manifolds), (ii) homogeneous bounded domains. Moreover, it was proved by Dorfmeister in [4] that every Kahler solvmanifold fibers over a homogeneous bounded domain and each fiber is a locally flat Kahler manifold. Concerning the question we posed above it is known: (i) in C" all invariant complex structures are equivalent and in Tk there exist nontrivial deformations of invariant complex structures; (ii) irreducible homogeneous bounded domain have, up to conjugation, a unique isomorphism class of Kahler structure with a fixed group of automorphisms [5] .
It is well known (see [7] ) that every Kahler solvmanifold (M, j, ( , )) admits an almost simply transitive solvable group of automorphisms. Thus we may identify (M, j, ( , )) with (R/T, j, ( , )) where R is a simply-connected solvable group, j is an invariant complex structure, ( , ) is a left invariant Kahler metric and T is a discrete subgroup of {x £ R: Ad(x) is orthogonal and complex linear}.
In particular, simply-connected Kahler solvmanifolds can be identified with solvable Kahler algebras (see §2) and irreducible and simply connected Kahler solvmanifolds can be identified with solvable Kahler algebras that cannot be decomposed into a sum of j invariant ideals. We call such algebras irreducible.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove Theorem 6.1. Let (M, j, ( , )) be an irreducible Kahler solvmanifold with M simply connected and G the group of automorphisms of M. Then any other Kahler structure {j, {( , ))) on M with group of automorphism G is isomorphic to (j,( , ».
The proof of the above theorem reduces to the case when (t, j, ( , )), the solvable Kahler algebra associated to (M, j, ( , )), satisfies that the eigenvalues of ad* are real numbers, that is t is a split solvable Lie algebra. This is so, since solvable Kahler algebras are normal modifications of split solvable ones by a result of Dorfmeister (see [4] ). For irreducible and split solvable Kahler algebras, with no restriction on the group of automorphisms of the corresponding solvmanifold, we prove that every Lie algebra isomorphism gives rise to a complex (up to conjugation) isomorphism (Corollary 5.1).
Basic notation and results
A solvable Kahler algebra (t, j, ( , )) is a solvable Lie algebra t together with an inner product ( , ) and an orthogonal map j : t -* x satisfying A solvable Kahler algebra is said to be irreducible if it cannot be decomposed into a sum of ^-invariant ideals. A split solvable Kahler algebra is a solvable Kahler algebra such that the eigenvalues of adjc, x £ x, are real numbers. A normal j-algebra is a split solvable Kahler algebra such that (x, y) -co[jx, y], x, y £ r, where oí is a linear form on r. Normal j-algebras will be denoted (x, j, co). We note that normal j-algebras do not possess ./-invariant abelian ideals. Also, if <f>(x, y) = -(x, jy) is the Kahler form then (3) says that </> is closed. On the other hand normal y-algebras are the split solvable Kahler algebras whose Kahler form <f> is exact.
Given a real vector space V with an endomorphism j satisfying j2 = -id and a skew-symmetric bilinear form p, (V, j, p) is a symplectic space if for any u, v £ V, (4) p{ju, jv) = p{u,v), p(ju,u)>0, u^O.
Let r be a solvable Kahler algebra and let u be an abelian j-invariant ideal. Then s, the orthogonal complement of u is a y-invariant subalgebra (by using (3)) hence a solvable Kahler algebra and for every x £ s , (5) j ad* -ad,-* = adA j + j adjx j License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use when restricted to u. Furthermore, (u, j:, p) is a symplectic space and for every x £ s, ad* is a symplectic transformation of u. In fact, it follows from (3) that if u, v £u, x £x,
Conversely, let (u, j, p) be a symplectic space, let (s,;',(,)) be a solvable Kahler algebra and let p: s -► gl(u) be a representation by symplectic transformations such that ad* u = fi(x)(u) satisfies (5) . Then u©s inherits a structure of solvable Kahler algebra with u as a ./-invariant abelian ideal.
Moreover, it was proved by Gindikin, Vinberg and Pyatetskii-Shapiro that this construction is general, that is, every split solvable Lie algebra can be obtained as above. We state their theorem and some consequences. All proofs can be found in [6].
Theorem 2.1 (Gindikin, Vinberg, Pyatetskii-Shapiro). Every split solvable Kahler algebra (x, j, ( , )) can be decomposed into a semidirect sum x = u©s where u is a commutative j-invariant ideal and s is a normal j-algebra. Every normal j-algebra has an element s with the following properties:
1. [;'s,s] = 5, 2. the operator ad;i |" is semisimple and has eigenvalues 0, 1, \ with eigenspaces bo , si, si respectively, 3. jso = si, jsi = s0, jsi = si. 4. 3, the center of r, is a j-invariant ideal.
2.2 Decomposition of normal y-algebras. Let (x,j,( , )) be a split solvable
Kahler algebra with decomposition t = u © s (given by Theorem 2.1) with u abelian and s a normal j-algebra. According to the structure theorem of Pyatetskii-Shapiro [8] , a normal j-algebra (s, j, <y) can be decomposed s = 0 © n (an orthogonal direct sum of vector spaces) where a is abelian and n = [s, s]. Moreover (i) the subalgebra n can be represented as an orthogonal direct sum of the root spaces nQ = {x £ n: [h, x] = a(h)x, h £ a} with respect to the adjoint action of a on n ; (ii) there are roots £■ , ... , er, r = dim a, such that ja c n is the direct sum of the one dimensional root spaces n£;, i = \, ... , r, and with proper labelling all other roots are of the form \ek , \{ek ± em), 1 < k < m < r (although not all these need be roots). Also jniek = nuk and
The following notation will be used frequently in this paper. If (s, j, a») is a normal j-algebra we will let a denote the orthogonal complement of n = [s, s] with respect to the inner product induced from co . Since &kUHsm) = 0• m ^ k and &kUl!Uk) ¥" 0• (see [2] ) we will fix xk e nEk satisfying £i(JXk) = Sik .
Complementary results
Keeping the notation of the previous section we prove now a series of lemmas. First we note that given a split solvable Kahler algebra t -u © s, since a+ 1 and ß+ 1 are not roots. To prove the last assertion let u + x £ u©s be an element centralizing uo © a. In particular x centralizes o and by the structure theory of normal ;'-algebras it follows that x £ a. Using that js £ a one obtains that u £ u0 as claimed. We observed that, as a consequence of (6), the decomposition r = u © s of a split solvable Kahler algebra was unique. The following lemma shows in particular that, up to an element in the center, there exists a unique 5 with the properties listed in Theorem 2.1. Lemma 3.3. Let (x, j, { , )) be a split solvable Kahler algebra and let s £ x, set satisfying (j) s is a subalgebra of x such that x = u ©s (not necessarily orthogonal). (jj) adfi\j is semisimple with eigenvalues 0,l,j.
If Sx, k = 0, 1, ¿, denotes the corresponding eigenspaces then jso = si, jsL = sx. Then s -s £ 3 and s, = s,.
Proof. We assume first J 6 s-. Since u is j-invariant, r/u inherits a structure of a normal j-algebra. Moreover, if n : x -> t/u is the quotient map, then n(s) and n(s) satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.1. It follows from [6, p. 41], that n(s) = n(s) hence s = u + s,u£u.
In 
Varying the complex structures
Assume now that there exist two pairs (j, ( , )) and (j, (( , ))) turning (r, j, ( , )) and (r, j, (( , ))) into split solvable Kahler algebras. Then, according to Theorem 2.1, t=u©s=u©s where u (resp. ü) is an abelian j-invariant (resp. j-invariant) ideal and s (resp. s) is a normal j-algebra. Let a (resp. à) be the orthogonal complement of [s, s] = n in s (resp. [s, s] = ñ in s). The main purpose of this section is to understand the relation between u and ü, s and s. The next proposition shows that uq determines u. It then follows that all of the components of x are in ù or equivalently ü = un to© un ti ©ünti ©ünr_i.
Let x G ü n ri and y G ù n r^ , k £ {0, 1, \, -\). Then 0 = (iUs, x], j» + (([y, js], jx)) = «x, ~jy)) -k((y, jx)).
Since 1 + k t¿ 0 it then follows that ù n ri = 0. Let us now consider ünti =ün(ui©si). IfxGünti, and x = u + y (ii) Decompose u with respect to both metrics U = Uo©Ui ©U_i =Ü = Üo©Üi ©Ü_i . Since js G 3 © a (by (iii)) the last term above vanishes hence (sj, ü) = 0. By (i) above, u = ü, thus the proposition follows.
We showed in §3 that uo©a is abelian and coincides with its own centralizer, hence it is a Cartan subalgebra. It follows from [1] that two Cartan subalgebras of a solvable Lie algebra are conjugated. Hence this fact together with Proposition 4.2 imply Corollary 4.1. If(x,j,{ , )) and (x,j,(( , ))) are two split solvable Kahler algebras then there exists an automorphism a of x such that a(u) -ü. In particular, in any split solvable Kahler algebra the dimension of the abelian jinvariant ideal does not depend on the complex structure.
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. and since si c s (see 4.2) one has si = si . Thus s = so © si © s 1 . Moreover, by the structure theorem of normal j-algebras (see 2.2), ad/,, h £ a, is a selfadjoint transformation of s, hence the previous decomposition is orthogonal with respect to ( , ).
We show next that jsi = so (hence jso = si and jsi = si). Let x G si, y G si. Then 
Rigidity of complex structures
Given a solvable Lie algebra t admitting a structure of a solvable Kahler algebra, it will be the purpose of this section to describe all pairs (j, ( , )) up to isomorphism (equivalence) turning (t, j, ( , )) into a solvable Kahler algebra.
We will say that (t, j, ( , )) and (x,j, (( , ))) are isomorphic if there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism a such that jo = aj (i.e. a is complex linear).
When the Lie algebra isomorphism is complex linear and orthogonal, the triples (t, j, ( , )) and (x, ], {{ , ))) will be said to be equivalent.
We will consider the cases t abelian then t a normal j-algebra, and finally t a split solvable Kahler algebra.
5.1 t abelian, t = R2n. If we fix an almost complex structure j in R2" , (that is, j2 = -id) then any other almost complex structure j satisfies j = t~'jt for some x £ GL(R2n). If GL(C") = {T£ GL(R2"): Tj = jT} then t~'GL(C") is the set of complex linear isomorphisms of (R2n, j) -> (R2", J) ■ 5.2 x = (s, j, to) anormal j-algebra. Given (s,j,to) anormal j-algebra, it follows from Corollary 4.1 that if (s, j, (( , ))) is a solvable Kahler algebra then it must be a normal j-algebra. If the normal j-algebra is irreducible, it was proved in [5] that, up to conjugation, there is only one isomorphism class of j on s. In particular, irreducible homogeneous bounded domains admit only one (up to conjugate) complex structure with a fixed group of automorphisms. 5.3 (t, j, { , )) a split solvable Kahler algebra. Let t be a split solvable Lie algebra and let (j, ( , )) and (j, (( , ))) be two pairs such that (t, j, ( , )) and (t, j, (( , ))) become split solvable Kahler algebras. If uo © a = ù0 © à it follows from Theorem 4.1 that u¿ = ü¿, A G {0, 1/2, -1/2} and 5^ = 5^, k £ {1, 0, 1 ¡2}, in particular a = à.
If A = {ei, ... , er} and A = {¿1, ... , ¿r} are the sets of fundamental roots of (s, j, ( , )) and (s, j, (( , ))) we may fix a permutation p £ Sr (see [5, Remark 1] ) satisfying e^i¡) = e¡. Let xk, xk be the elements in n£; , n¿k such that Si(jxk) = êj(jxk) = ô, k , k = 1, ... , r. Since jxk (resp. jxk), k = 1, ... , r, is a basis of a (resp. à) it follows that jxk = Y^afjxi ■ Then Moreover, it follows from (8) and (9) where Vx stands for an eigenspace of -jj. Then V+ and F_ are j (resp. j) invariant. (This is clearly so since from jjx = kx one obtains jx = -jjx hence jj(jx) -\jx and jj(jx) = jjx.)
Furthermore on V+ one has j equivalent to -j. In fact, if x G Vj , k > 0, J(-JJ)Í2X -Ai JX = -jjX , (-jj)Hjx) = TTJX and similarly j is equivalent to -j on F_ .
Theorem 5.1. Let (t, j, ( , )) <z«ú? (t, j, (( , ))) be two split solvable Kahler algebras. Then (i) t s/?//¿s mío a sum of j and j invariant ideals, t = 3 © t+ © t_ .
(ii) There exist a complex linear automorphism a+ : 3 © t+ -> 3 © t+ and a conjugate linear automorphism a_ : 3 © t_ -> 3 © t_ . Proof. If o is an automorphism of t such that cx(uo © a) = üo © à then (t, j, (( , ))) is equivalent to its pullback via a. Thus we may assume uo © a = üo © à.
Setting t+ and t_ as in 11, it follows from Remark 4 that both are j and j invariant. Also, nonzero brackets may appear only when considering elements of t+ or t_ hence t+ and t_ are ideals. Since 3 is also j and j invariant (see 2.1), (i) follows.
To prove (ii) there is no loss of generality in assuming 3 © t+ = t (since we may change j by -j in t_ .) We will also assume that 3 = 0 and show that there exists an automorphism a+ : t -> t such that ja+ = a+j . For that purpose define a+ as follows a+X=pf(-jjpx, XGn E¿ It is not hard to check using Remark 4 and equations (8), (9), (13) that ja+ = a+j . We show next that a+ is an automorphism.
• It was proved in [5] that a+ is an automorphism when restricted to s thus our assertion follows. If 3 ^ 0 we define a+ when restricted to the center, as any complex linear transformation (compare §5.1).
From the previous theorem the next corollary follows immediately.
